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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF ALABAMA
NORTHERN DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
v.
QUINTON T. ROSS, JR.

)
)
)
)
)

CR. NO. 2:10cr186-MHT

QUINTON T. ROSS, JR.’S AMENDED1 SUPPLEMENTAL
PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS
Quinton T. Ross, Jr., respectfully requests that the jury be instructed as
follows, in addition to instructions previously submitted. These supplemental
instructions include primarily “theory of defense” instructions, as well as other
proposed instructions the relevance of which has become clear during the
presentation of evidence. In particular, many of the specific instructions are
submitted in response to the Government’s efforts to paint as evidence of
criminal misconduct activities on Senator Ross’ part that are permitted, often
expressly, under Alabama law and controlling federal authority. The need for
such instructions is heightened by the Government’s position that the required
explicit quid pro quo can be implied from circumstantial evidence – including the
constitutionally permitted conduct.
Senator Ross adopts and incorporates by reference the proposed
additional instructions submitted by Milton McGregor on July 28, 2011 (doc.
1568), and reserves the right to adopt and incorporate by reference any
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Other than corrections to the citations of authority for instructions 2, 3, and 5, these
amended supplemental proposed instructions are the same as the supplemental
proposed instructions Senator Ross filed yesterday (doc. 1583).
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additional instructions submitted by Mr. McGregor or by any other defendant in
this case.
Senator Ross further requests the jury be instructed as follows:
ADDITIONAL PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONS
A. Ross Theory of Defense: Summary
The charges against Senator Ross all arise out of his actions in allegedly
seeking or accepting or agreeing to accept contributions to his 2010 Alabama
Senate re-election campaign. The Government does not accuse Senator Ross
of soliciting or accepting or agreeing to accept any “thing of value” other than
campaign contributions. And, there is no evidence that Senator Ross solicited or
accepted or agreed to accept any “thing of value” other than campaign
contributions.
Senator Ross contends that all his actions in allegedly soliciting or
accepting or agreeing to accept campaign contributions 1) were lawful; 2) were
consistent with accepted common practices in campaign fundraising in Alabama
and under Alabama law; and, indeed, 3) are constitutionally protected activities
protected by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
Even if you find or believe that any of Senator Ross’ actions violated or
otherwise did not agree with accepted common practices in campaign
fundraising in Alabama, you may not consider such evidence as evidence that he
violated the criminal laws charged in this case, and such evidence does not
constitute evidence of any crime charged in this case, unless you find that
Senator Ross entered into an explicit agreement involving a quid pro quo, that is,
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that he explicitly promised or undertook to vote for Senate Bill 380 in return for a
specific contribution or contributions.
GRANTED _______

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

B. Ross Theory of Defense: Specific Instructions
In this connection [i.e., in connection with Senator Ross’ theory of
defense], you are specifically instructed as follows:
1.

It is not a crime for an elected official or candidate for public office

in Alabama to seek and accept campaign contributions from persons,
corporations, organizations, political action committees (PACs), or others, so
long as the amount contributed does not exceed the maximum amount allowed
by Alabama law. There is no contention and no evidence that Senator Ross
sought or accepted any amount from any contributor or potential contributor that
exceeded the maximum allowed by Alabama law. The fact that Senator Ross
requested or accepted an amount in campaign contributions that you may
consider to be excessive or large must not play any part in your decision on the
charges against him.
GRANTED _______

2.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime to request and accept campaign contributions

within a year before either a primary or general election. [Code of Ala. §17-57(b)(2).2]
2

To the extent that no authority is cited to support a given proposed instruction, all such
instructions are at least common-sense corollaries to the principles in the cited
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MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime to request and accept campaign contributions

during an Alabama legislative session in an election year such as 2010, within
120 days of any primary, runoff, or general election. [Id.] There is no contention
and there is no evidence that Senator Ross solicited or accepted campaign
contributions other than during periods in which Alabama law permitted him to do
so.
GRANTED _______

4.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime or evidence of a crime to solicit and accept

campaign contributions even if the elected official or candidate has no
announced opponent or no opponent ever qualifies to run against the official or
candidate. [See, e.g., Code of Alabama §17-5-8(a)(1) (Fair Campaign Practices
Act; reporting requirements apply to candidates running unopposed); cf. Roper v.
Rhodes, 988 So.2d 471, 481 n. 11 (Ala.2008) (Bolin, J., concurring specially)
(noting that unopposed candidate’s name must appear on general election ballot
and stand for election, “because a write-in candidate could conceivably win the
election by receiving more votes than did a party nominee or independent
candidate whose name appears on the ballot.”).]
GRANTED _______

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

authorities, especially McCormick v. United States, 500 U.S. 257(1991), and United
States v. Siegelman, 640 F.3d 1159 (11th Cir. 2011).
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It is not a crime to solicit and accept campaign contributions under

Alabama law from a person, corporation, organization, political action committee,
or other entity. [See Code of Alabama §§17-5-2(a)(8) (definition of “person”), 175-8.]
GRANTED _______

6.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime or evidence of a crime to solicit and accept

campaign contributions from a person who, or a business or other entity that, is a
constituent of the elected official or candidate. [See McCormick, 500 U.S. at 272.]
GRANTED _______

7.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime or evidence of a crime for an elected legislator or

candidate for the legislature in Alabama to solicit and accept campaign
contributions from a person, corporation, organization, PAC, or other entity that
has or may have business before the Legislature. [See id.]
GRANTED _______

8.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime or evidence of a crime for an elected legislator or

candidate for the legislature in Alabama to solicit and accept campaign
contributions during a legislative session from a person or business or other
entity whose interests may benefit from a vote or other official action taken (or to
be taken) by the elected official during that session. [See id.]
GRANTED _______

MODIFIED _______
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REFUSED _______
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Legitimate campaign contributions often involve the contribution or

giver expecting some benefit in return for the contribution. [United States v.
Davis, 967 F.2d 516, 521 (11th Cir. 1992).]
GRANTED _______

10.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime or evidence of a crime for an elected legislator or

candidate for the legislature in Alabama to solicit and accept campaign
contributions during a legislative session from a person or business or other
entity whose interests may benefit from a vote or other official action taken (or to
be taken) by the elected official during that session. [See McCormick, 500 U.S.
at 272.] This is true even as to contributions solicited and accepted either shortly
before or shortly after that official votes or takes other official action that benefits
the contributor. [See id.] Stated differently, it is not a crime for an elected official
to cast a vote or take other official action that may benefit a contributor, even
shortly before or shortly after that official solicits and accepts a contribution from
the contributor. [Id.]
GRANTED _______

11.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime to demand a campaign contribution. A campaign

contribution violates the laws charged in this case only if the contribution is
induced by the use of force, violence, or fear, or if the contribution involves an
explicit quid pro quo, that is, a specific contribution is made in return for an
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explicit promise or undertaking by the official or candidate to perform or not
perform a specific official act. [McCormick, 500 U.S. at 273; see United States v.
Siegelman, 640 F.3d 1159, 1170 (11th Cir. 2011) (“Siegelman II”.] There is no
contention or evidence in this case that Senator Ross obtained or tried to obtain
any contribution by the use of force, violence, or fear.
GRANTED _______

12.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

Accordingly, it is not a crime to solicit campaign contributions

aggressively. The fact that you may find or believe Senator Ross was rude,
persistent, and/or demanding in soliciting certain campaign contributions does
not amount to, and is not evidence of, an explicit quid pro quo.
GRANTED _______

13.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime or evidence of a crime to solicit a campaign

contribution and to discuss pending legislation that would or may benefit the
contributor in the same conversation or communication, or to address both close
in time to each other. An elected official or candidate violates the law in soliciting
or accepting a campaign contribution only if he or she explicitly promises or
undertakes to perform or not perform a specific official act in return for a specific
contribution. [See McCormick; Siegelman II.]
GRANTED _______

MODIFIED _______
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It is not a crime or evidence of a crime to solicit a campaign

contribution and to discuss a specific future official act that would or may benefit
the contributor in the same conversation or communication, or to address both
close in time to each other. An elected official or candidate violates the law in
soliciting or accepting a campaign contribution only if he or she explicitly
promises or agrees or undertakes to perform or not perform a specific official in
return for a specific contribution. That promise or agreement or undertaking to
perform or not to perform a specific official act in return for a specific contribution
must be explicit. That is, for a promise or agreement or undertaking to be
explicit, the existence of the promise or agreement or undertaking cannot simply
be implied from the surrounding acts and circumstances, but instead must be
shown by direct evidence. [Note: The applicability of the McCormick standard
for an explicit promise or undertaking, as one that must be express and may not
be implied from the surrounding acts and circumstances (as opposed to the
Siegelman II finding that explicit does not mean express, but rather may be
implied from the surrounding acts and circumstances), is discussed in detail in
Senator Ross’ motion for judgment of acquittal (doc. 1548), at 26-27; and in
Senator Ross’ Supplemental Brief Regarding Impact of Siegelman Decision (doc.
1103), at 11-15. We adopt and incorporate that discussion by reference here.]
GRANTED _______

15.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

It is not a crime for an elected official or candidate, in soliciting a

campaign contribution, to seek to persuade or convince a contributor to make a
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contribution by discussing a) the official’s views on issues; b) what the official has
done in the past (including, for example, the official’s sponsorship of particular
legislation, or how the official voted on particular legislation); and/or c) what the
official intends to do in the future; and to urge the contributor to make a
contribution on any of those bases. [McCormick, 500 U.S. at 272.]
GRANTED _______

16.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

An offer to contact other persons to request that such persons

make a campaign contribution to the elected official or candidate does not
constitute a specific contribution or a specific promise to make a contribution, as
would be required to make out an explicit quid pro quo.
GRANTED _______

17.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

An offer to make a campaign contribution in an unspecified amount

at an undefined future time does not constitute a specific contribution or a
specific promise to make a contribution, as would be required to make out an
explicit quid pro quo.
GRANTED _______

18.

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

A campaign contribution to Senator Ross’ re-election campaign is

not considered a personal benefit to Senator Ross. The Government does not
contend, and there is no evidence, that Senator Ross received a personal benefit
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from any contribution to his campaign, or that Senator Ross was personally
enriched by any such contribution to his campaign.
GRANTED _______

MODIFIED _______

REFUSED _______

*****************
As to any proposed instruction that is a common-sense application of
McCormick but disputed by the Government as an accurate statement of quid
pro quo doctrine as applied to attempts to criminalize campaign contributions,
Senator Ross submits that 1) the Due Process principles of clear statement and
fair notice, 2) the broad First Amendment protection afforded to core political
activities of contributors and legislators, 3) the rule of lenity applicable to the
construction of uncertain criminal enactments, and 4) the absence of clearly
established law prohibiting such conduct at a fact-specific level, among other
authority, all require resolving any doubts whether particular campaign
fundraising activity can be criminalized, in favor of Senator Ross and the other
defendants in this case.
Respectfully submitted,
H. LEWIS GILLIS (GIL001)
TYRONE C. MEANS (MEA003)
OF COUNSEL:
THOMAS, MEANS, GILLIS & SEAY, P.C.
3121 Zelda Court
Montgomery, Alabama 36103-5058
Telephone: (334) 270-1033
Facsimile: (334) 260-9396
hlgillis@tmgslaw.com
tcmeans@tmgslaw.com
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/s/ Mark Englehart_________________
MARK ENGLEHART (ENG007)
OF COUNSEL:
ENGLEHART LAW OFFICES
9457 Alysbury Place
Montgomery, Alabama 36117-6005
Telephone: (334) 782-5258
Facsimile: (334) 270-8390
jmenglehart@gmail.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 30th day of July, 2011, I have filed the
foregoing with the Clerk of the Court electronically using the CM/ECF system,
which will send notification to the following:

Louis V. Franklin, Sr.
Assistant U. S. Attorney
131 Clayton Street
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
Louis.franklin@usdoj.gov
Stephen P. Feaga
U.S. Attorney's Office
P.O. Box 197
Montgomery, AL 36101-0197
Steve.feaga@usdoj.gov
Justin V. Shur
Brenda Morris
Eric Olshan
Barak Cohen
Emily Rae Woods
Edward T. Kang
U.S. Department of Justice
Public Integrity Section
1400 New York Avenue-NW 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Justin.Shur@usdoj.gov
Brenda.Morris@usdoj.gov
Eric.olshan@usdoj.gov
Barak.cohen@usdoj.gov
Rae.woods@usdoj.gov
Edward.kang@usdoj.gov
Robert D. Segall
David Martin
Shannon Holliday
Clayton R. Tartt
Ashley N. Penhale
COPELAND, FRANCO, SCREWS &
GILL, P.A.
P.O. Box 347
Montgomery, Alabama 3610 1-0347
segall@copelandfranco.com
martin@copelandfranco.com
holliday@copelandfranco.com
tartt@copelandfranco.com

Joe C. Espy, III
William M. Espy
Benjamin J. Espy
MELTON, ESPY & WILLIAMS, PC
P.O. Box Drawer 5130
Montgomery, AL 36103
jespy@mewlegal.com
wespy@mewlegal.com
bespy@mewlegal.com
Fred D. Gray
Walter E. McGowan
GRAY, LANGFORD, SAPP,
McGOWAN, GRAY, GRAY
& NATHANSON, P.C.
P.O. Box 830239
Tuskegee, AL 36083-0239
fgray@glsmgn.com
wem@glsmgn.com
David McKnight
William J. Baxley
Joel E. Dillard
Baxley, Dillard, Dauphin, McKnight
& Barclift
2008 Third Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 3523
dmcknight@bddmc.com
bbaxley@bddmc.com
jdillard@bddmc.com
Brett M. Bloomston
Joseph J. Basgier, III
Bloomston & Basgier
1330 21st Way South, Suite 120
Birmingham, AL 35235
brettbloomston@hotmail.com
joebasgier@gmail.com
William N. Clark
Stephen W. Shaw
William Mills
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penhale@copelandfranco.com
Sam Heldman
THE GARDNER FIRM, P.C.
2805 31st Street NW
Washington, DC 20008
sam@heldman.net
James W. Parkman, III
Richard Martin Adams
William C. White, II
Parkman, Adams & White
505 20th Street North, Suite 825
Birmingham, AL 35203
parkman@parkmanlawfirm.com
adams@parkmanlawfirm.com
wwhite@parkmanlawfirm.com
Susan G. James
Denise A. Simmons
M. Geron Gadd
Susan G. James & Associates
600 S. McDonough Street
Montgomery, AL 36104
sgjamesandassoc@aol.com
dsimlaw@aol.com
mgerongaddsgja@gmail.com
Thomas M. Goggans
Attorney at Law
2030 East Second Street
Montgomery, AL 36106
tgoggans@tgoggans.com
Samuel H. Franklin
Jackson R. Sharman, III
LIGHTFOOT, FRANKLIN
& WHITE, L.L.C.
The Clark Building
400 North 20th Street
Birmingham, AL 35203
sfranklin@lightfootlaw.com
jsharman@lightfootlaw.com
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Redden Mills & Clark
505 North 20th Street, Suite 940
Birmingham, AL 35203
wnc@rmclaw.com
sws@rmclaw.com
whm@rmclaw.com
Ron W. Wise
Attorney at Law
200 Interstate Park Drive, Suite 105
Montgomery, AL 36109
ronwise@aol.com
David J. Harrison
Post Office Box 994
306 South Academy Street
Geneva, Alabama 36340
davidjharrison@centurytel.net
Joshua L. McKeown
The Cochran Firm Criminal DefenseBirmingham LLC
505 20th Street North
Suite 825
Birmingham, AL 35203
jmckeown@parkmanlawfirm.com
Jeffery Clyde Duffey
Law Office of Jeffery C. Duffey
600 South McDonough Street
Montgomery, AL 36104
jcduffey@aol.com
James D. Judkins
Larry Dean Simpson
Judkins, Simpson, High & Schulte
P.O. Box 10368
Tallahassee, FL 32302
jjudkins@readyfortrial.com
lsimpson@readyfortrial.com

/s/ Mark Englehart_________________
MARK ENGLEHART
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